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 Abstract : The Twitter Spam has become a critical problem nowadays. Recent works focus on applying 

machine learning techniques for Twitter spam detection, which make use of the statistical features of tweets. In 

our labelled tweets dataset, however, we observe that the statistical properties of spam tweets vary over time, 

and thus the performance of existing machine learning based classifiers decreases. This issue is referred to as 

“Twitter Spam Drift”. In order to tackle this problem, we firstly carry out a deep analysis on the statistical 

features of one million spam tweets and one million non-spam tweets, and then propose a novel Lfun scheme. 

The proposed scheme can discover “changed” spam tweets from unlabelled tweets and incorporate them into 

classifier’s training process. A number of experiments are performed to evaluate the proposed scheme. The 

results show that our proposed Lfun scheme can significantly improve the spam detection accuracy in real-

world scenarios. 

 

I. Introduction 
The TWITTER has become one of the most popular social networks in the last decade. It is rated as the 

most popular social network among teenagers according to a recent report [17]. However, the exponential 

growth of Twitter also contributes to the increase of spamming activities. Twitter spam, which is referred to as 

unsolicited tweets containing malicious link that directs victims to external sites containing malware downloads, 

phishing, drug sales, or scams, etc. [1], not only interferes user experiences, but also damages the whole 

Internet. In September 2014, the Internet of New Zealand was melt down due to the spread of malware 

downloading spam. This kind of spam lured users to click links which claimed to contain Hollywood star 

photos, but in fact directed users to download malware to perform DDoS attacks [29]. Consequently, security 

companies, as well as Twitter itself, are combating spammers to make Twitter as a spam-free platform. For 

example, Trend Micro uses a blacklisting service called Web Reputation Technology system to filter spam 

URLs for users who have its products installed [27]. Twitter also implements blacklist filtering as a component 

in their detection system called BotMaker [21]. However, blacklist fails to protect victims from new spam due to 

its time lag [18]. Research shows that, more than 90% victims may visit C. Chen is with University of 
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University of Exeter, UK e-mail: g.min@exeter.ac.uk. a new spam link before it is blocked by blacklists [37]. In 

order to address the limitation of blacklists, researchers have proposed some machine learning based schemes 

which can make use of spammers’ or spam tweets’ statistical features to detect spam without checking the URLs 

[14], [40]. Machine Learning (ML) based detection schemes involve several steps. First, statistical features, 

which can differentiate spam from non-spam, are extracted from tweets or Twitter users (such as account age, 

number of followers or friends and number of characters in a tweet). Then a small set of samples are labelled 

with class, i.e. spam or non-spam, as training data. After that, machine learning based classifiers are trained by 

the labelled samples, and finally the trained classifiers can be used to detect spam. A number of ML based 

detection schemes have been proposed by researchers [1], [35], [39], [43]. However, the observation in our 

collected data set shows that the characteristics of spam tweets are varying over time. We refer to this issue as 

“Twitter Spam Drift”. As previous UML based classifiers are not updated with the “changed” spam tweets, the 

performance of such classifiers are dramatically influenced by “Spam Drift” when detecting new coming spam 

tweets. Why do spam tweets drift over time? It is because  that spammers are struggling with security companies 

and researchers. While researchers are working to detect spam, spammers are also trying to avoid being 

detected. This leads spammers to evade current detection features through posting more tweets or creating spam 

with the similar semantic meaning but using different text [34], [39]. In this work, we firstly illustrate the 

“Twitter spam drift” problem through analysing the statistical properties of Twitter spam in our collected dataset 

and then its impact on detection performance of several classifiers. By observing that there are “changed” spam 

samples in the coming tweets, we propose a novel Lfun (Learning from unlabelled tweets) approach, which 
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updates classifiers with the spam samples from the unlabelled incoming tweets. In summary, our contributions 

are listed below: We collect and label a real-world dataset, which contains 10 consecutive days’ tweets with 

100k spam tweets and 100k non-spam tweets in each day (2 million tweets in total). This dataset is available for 

researchers to study Twitter spam 1. 

  We investigate the “Twitter Spam Drift” problem from both data analysis and experimental evaluation 

aspects. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study this problem in Twitter spam detection. 

We propose a novel Lfun approach which learns from unlabelled tweets to deal with “Twitter Spam 

Drift”. Through our evaluations, we show that our proposed Lfun can effectively detect Twitter spam by 

reducing the 

impact of “Spam Drift” issue. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a 

review on machine learning based methods for Twitter 

spam detection. In Section III, the collection and labeling of the data used in our work is introduced. 

Meanwhile, the “Spam Drift” problem is illustrated and justified. Then we introduce our Lfun approach in 

Section IV, and analyze the performance benefit of our approach. Section V evaluates our 

Lfun approach and compares it with four traditional machine learning algorithms. Finally, Section VII 

concludes this work and introduces our future work. 

 

II. Existing System 
Although there are a few works, such as and which are suitable to detect streaming spam tweets, there 

lacks of a performance evaluation of existing machine learning-based streaming spam detection methods.  

In this paper, we aim to bridge the gap by carrying out a performance evaluation, which was from three 

different aspects of data, feature, and model. Others apply existing blacklisting service, such as Google Safe 

Browsing to label spam tweets.  

Nevertheless, these services’ API limits make it impossible to label a large amount of tweets. However, 

Twitter has around 5% spam tweets of all existing tweets in the real world. 

DISADVANTAGE OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

it is very time- and resource-consuming. 

it is also costly and sometimes the results are doubtful ,Others apply existing blacklisting services, such 

as Google, Safe Browsing and URIBL  to label spam tweets. 

 

III. Existing System 
Although there are a few works, such as and which are suitable to 

 

IV. Proposed & Modification System 
The Consequently, the research community, as well as Twitter itself, has proposed some spam 

detection schemes to make Twitter as a spam-free platform. For instance, Twitter has applied some “Twitter 

rules” to suspend accounts if they behave abnormally.  

Those accounts, which are frequently requesting to be friends with others, sending duplicate content, 

mentioning others users, or posting URL-only content, will be suspended by Twitter.  

Twitter users can also report a spammer to the official @spam account. To automatically detect spam, 

machine learning algorithms have been applied by researchers to make spam detection as a classification 

problem. 

 Most of these works classify a user is spammer or not by relying on the features which need historical 

information of the user or the exiting social graph. For example, the feature, “the fraction of tweets of the user 

containing URL” used in must be retrieved from the users’ tweets list; features such as, “average neighbors’ 

tweets” in and “distance” in cannot be extracted without the built social graph. 

 However, Twitter data are in the form of stream, and tweets arrive at very high speed. Despite that 

these methods are effective in detecting Twitter spam, they are not applicable in detecting streaming spam 

tweets as each streaming tweet does not contain the historical information or social graph that are needed in 

detection. 

Advantage Of Proposed System 

Advantage of online learning and incremental learning, i.e., it can be deployed without much training 

data at the beginning. 

This competent is automatically updated with detected spam tweets with no human effort.  
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V. Machine Learning Algorithms 
Machine learning explores the study and construction of algorithms that can learn from and make 

predictions on data. Such algorithms operate by building a model from example inputs in order to make data-

driven predictions or decisions expressed as outputs. Machine learning is closely related to and often overlaps 

with computational statistics; a discipline which also focuses in prediction-making through the use of 

computers. 

 Process of ML-Based Twitter Spam Detection This section describes the process of Twitter spam 

detection by using machine learning algorithms. illustrates the steps involved in building a supervised classifier 

and detecting Twitter spam. Before classification, a classifier that contains the knowledge structure should be 

trained with the pre labeled tweets. After the classification model gains the knowledge structure of the training 

data, it can be used to predict a new incoming tweet. The whole process consists of two steps: 1) learning and 2) 

classifying. 

 

Lfun Algorithm 

Require: labelled training set f 1; :::;  Ng, 

unlabelled tweets Tunlabelled, 

a binary classification algorithm _, 

Ensure: manually labelled selected tweets Tm 

1: Tlabelled   

SN 

i=1  i 

// Use _ to create a classifier Cls from Tlabelled: 

2: Cls   _ : Tlabelled 

// Tunlabelled is classified as Tspam and Tnon�spam: 

3: Tspam + Tnon�spam   Tunlabelled 

// Merge spam tweets Tspam classified by Cls into 

Tlabelled: 

4: Tex   Tlabelled + Tspam 

// use Tex to re-train the classifier Cls : 

5: Cls   _ : Tex 

// determine the incoming tweet’s suitability for 

 

selection: 

6: U   ; 

7: for i = 1 to k do 

8: if Ui meet the selection criteria S then 

9: U   (U [ Ui) 

10: end if 

11: end for 

// manually labelling each ui in U 

12: Tm   ; 

13: for i = 1 to k do 

14: manually label each ui 

15: Tm   (Tm [ ui) 

16: end for 
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VI. ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM 

 
 

VII. Conclusion 
 Machine In this paper, we provide a fundamental evaluation of ML algorithms on the detection of 

streaming spam tweets. In our evaluation, we found that classifiers’ ability to detect Twitter spam reduced when 

in a near real-world scenario since the imbalanced data brings bias. We also identified that Feature discretization 

was an important preprocesses to ML-based spam detection. Second, increasing training data only cannot bring 

more benefits to detect Twitter spam after a certain number of training samples. In this paper, we firstly identify 

the “Spam Drift” problem in statistical features based Twitter spam detection. In order to solve this problem, we 

propose a Lfun approach. In our Lfun scheme, classifiers will be re-trained by the added “changed spam” tweets 

which are learnt from unlabelled samples, thus it can reduce the impact of “Spam Drift” significantly. There is 

also a limitation in our Lfun scheme. The benefit of “old” labelled spam is to eliminate the impact of “spam 

drift” to classify more accurate spam tweets in future days. The effectiveness of “old” spam has been proved by 

our experiments during a short period. However, the effectiveness will decrease as the correlation of “very old” 

spam becomes less with the new spam in the long term run. In the future, we will incorporate incremental 

adjustment to adjust the training data, such as dropping the “too old” samples after a certain time. It can not only 

eliminate unuseful information in the training data but also make it faster to train the model as the number of 

training samples decrease. 
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